The underlying mechanism for reduction stability of organic electrolytes in lithium secondary batteries†
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Many organic solvents have very desirable solution properties, such as wide temperature range, high solubility of Li salts and nonflammability, and should be able but fail in reality to serve as electrolyte solvents for Li-ion or -metal batteries due to their reduction instability. The origin of this interfacial instability remains unsolved and disputed so far. Here, we reveal for the first time the origin of the reduction stability of organic carbonate electrolytes by combining ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations, density functional theory (DFT) calculations and electrochemical stability experiments. It is found that with the increase of the molar ratio (MR) of salt to solvent, the anion progressively enters into the solvation shell of Li⁺ to form an anion-induced ion–solvent-coordinated (AI-ISC) structure, leading to a “V-shaped” change of the LUMO energy level of coordinated solvent molecules, whose interfacial stability first decreases and then increases with the increased MRs of salt to solvent. This mechanism perfectly explains the long-standing puzzle about the interfacial compatibility of organic electrolytes with Li or similar low potential anodes and provides a basic understanding and new insights into the rational design of the advanced electrolytes for next generation lithium secondary batteries.

The state-of-the-art electrolytes in Li-ion batteries (LIBs) are mostly based on 1.0 mol L⁻¹ LiPF₆/ethylene carbonate (EC)-based carbonate due to the surface passivation of the graphite anode by forming a stable solid electrolyte interphase (SEI). However, these electrolytes cannot operate well for new electrode materials and battery systems that are expected to have higher voltage, better safety and wider temperature range than current commercial LIBs. For example, EC-based carbonate electrolytes are easily oxidized on a high voltage cathode at or above 4.3 V, resulting in depletion of electrolytes, gas evolution and low coulombic efficiency, which reduce the cycle life and create safety hazards for LIBs. These problems of the conventional electrolyte significantly hinder the development of new generation lithium batteries and limit these batteries for high voltage and/or high capacity applications and operation in a wide temperature range.

To overcome these problems, great efforts have been devoted in recent years to the development of new electrolytes, such as solid state electrolytes, ionic liquids, highly-concentrated electrolytes (HCEs), electrolyte stabilizing additive, and so on. Among them, the HCEs or high-molar-ratio electrolytes (HMREs) of salt to solvent have received particular attention, owing to their unusual electrochemical stability, nonflammability, and good compatibility with a wide range of anode and cathode materials. These desirable properties are apparently attributed to the solution structure of HCEs, where there exist almost no free solvent molecules, and the parasitic side reactions of solvents are thereby greatly reduced. Due to the lack of solvent molecules in HCEs, anions have to enter into the solvation shell of Li⁺, in order to meet the Li⁺ coordination number of 4–6, to form an ion–solvent-coordinated (ISC) structure. Several studies have shown that the unique ISC structure of HCEs leads to the shift of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) from solvent to salt, which makes anions preferentially reduced or decomposed to produce a robust anion-derived SEI. In recent years, the anion-derived SEI structure has been regarded as the “holy grail” of electrolyte chemistry for understanding the interfacial stability and compatibility of HCEs. However, recent studies have shown that some HCEs containing non-film-forming salts and solvents can still achieve excellent reversible Li⁺ insertion reactions. Therefore, an intrinsic origin for the interfacial stability of HCEs still remains unrevealed. In our previous studies on HCEs or HMREs, their interfacial stability was found to depend predominately on the molar ratio (MR) of salt to solvent rather than the molar concentration. Thus, the HMREs instead of the HCEs in the following study could more clearly describe the nature of electrolyte stability.
In this work, we reveal the correlation between the solvation microstructures and the LUMO energy levels of typical ISC structures in the electrolytes at various MRs with non-film-forming lithium salt (LiClO₄) and organic carbonate solvents (PC, DMC, EMC and DEC) by ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The choice of non-film-forming lithium salt and solvent in this study was aimed to exclude the contribution of the formation of the SEI film to the interfacial stability of the electrolytes. It is found from this study that the LUMO energy level of the ISC structure formed at a low MR is lower than that of pure solvent. With the increase of the MR, anions gradually enter into the first solvation shell of Li⁺ to form the anion-induced ISC (AI-ISC) structure, resulting in the increase of the LUMO energy level that enhances the reduction stability of the electrolyte. Also, it is revealed that the LUMO levels of ISC structures at different MRs are always situated at the coordinated solvent molecules, i.e., the strong reduction stability of HMREs is dominated by the modulation of solvent molecules rather than only the formation of the anion-derived SEI. Such a theoretical insight is further unequivocally evidenced by chemical compatibility experiments in this work. These findings reveal the origin of the greatly improved interfacial stability of HMREs and provide a mechanistic insight into the rational design of stable electrolytes for new generation alkali or alkaline metal based batteries.

To investigate the specific ISC microstructures of the electrolytes with different MRs, AIMD simulations were first performed (see computational details in the ESIF). Taking non-film-forming DEC solvent as an example, three types of electrolytes with MRs of LiClO₄ to DEC = 1 : 10, 1 : 5 and 1 : 2 are considered (Table S1†). After long-time AIMD simulation, the representative images of the equilibrium structures are shown in Fig. 1a–c. To characterize the solution structures, the radial distribution function $g(r)$ of the electrolyte with different MRs is analyzed (Fig. 1e–g), and the changes in the Li⁺ coordination number with the O atoms of solvents and anions are listed in Table 1, where the $g(r)$ profiles display one distinct peak at around 2.0 Å for all the electrolytes, representing the first solvation shell of Li⁺ ions. It is obvious from Table 1 that with the increase of the MR from 1 : 10 to 1 : 2, the average coordination number of Li⁺ with the O atom of solvents decreases from 3.1 to 1.6, whereas the average coordination number of Li⁺ contributed by the O atom in anions increases from 1.0 to 2.4, indicating that the anions gradually invade into the first solvation shell of Li⁺ and then form the AI-ISC structure, as illustrated in Fig. 1d. In addition, it should be noted that the total coordination number of Li⁺ always remains around 4, which implies that the stable tetragonal solvation shell structure of Li⁺ does not change in the different MR electrolytes; meanwhile, both the coordination numbers of Li⁺ contributed by the solvent and anion change oppositely. This phenomenon can be corroborated experimentally through infrared spectroscopy (IR) because the C=O bond of the carbonate group has a strong IR absorption in the carbonyl region (1650–1850 cm⁻¹) and its IR peak position shifts sensitively with its coordination environment. As shown in Fig. 1h, the IR band of carbonyl groups in pure DEC is located at ~1741 cm⁻¹, which is shifted to ~1710 cm⁻¹ in a LiClO₄/DEC (MR = 1 : 10) electrolyte due to the coordination of the O atom in C=O with Li⁺. With the increase of the MR of Li⁺/DEC, its IR peak at ~1741 cm⁻¹ gradually disappears, reflecting a gradual decrease in the number of free DEC molecules. In addition, the IR band of free ClO₄⁻ in a LiClO₄/DEC (MR = 1 : 10) electrolyte is located at ~931 cm⁻¹, which is shifted to ~942 cm⁻¹ in the 1 : 2 LiClO₄/DEC electrolyte due to the ionic association of Li⁺ and ClO₄⁻ (Fig. S1†). Combining AIMD simulations and IR experiments, it can be concluded that with the increase of the MR of the
Table 1 Coordination numbers (n(r)) of atom pairs of Li–O(DEC) and Li–O(ClO₄⁻) (cut-off length of r = 2.5 Å)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molar ratio</th>
<th>Li–O(DEC)</th>
<th>Li–O(ClO₄⁻)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 : 10</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 : 5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 : 2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

electrolyte, the anions gradually enter into the solvation shell of Li⁺, which modulates the chemical stability of the electrolyte.

To further understand how the coordination of anions with Li⁺ can modulate the reduction stability of the electrolyte, DFT calculations were performed to evaluate the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the ISC structures in electrolytes with different MRs. The optimized configuration of DEC molecules and associated ISC structures are shown in Fig. S2.† Table S2† gives the calculated reaction energies for several different modes. It is found that the formation of all ISC structures is strongly favourable and enthalpy driven. The corresponding LUMO and energy levels of ISC structures are shown in Fig. 2. Firstly, our theoretical result clearly demonstrates that with the increase of the MR, the LUMOs of all ISC structures are invariably located on DEC molecules but have never shifted from the solvent to the salt as described in previous reports.⁴,¹⁹ This suggests that the reductive decomposition of the anion (ClO₄⁻) won’t easily occur at low potentials. The discrepancy between this study and previous reports is mainly because we deliberately chose reduction-tolerant and non-film-forming LiClO₄ as the electrolyte salt to avoid the influence of stable SEI film formation on the electrolyte stability, whereas the use of film-forming LiFSI or LiPF₆ may contain the contribution of the SEI for interfacial stabilization, as shown in previous reports. Secondly, our results reveal that the change of the LUMO energy level of ISC structures appears to be a “V-shaped” profile with the increase of the MR, as shown in Fig. 2. At a low MR, the LUMO of [Li(DEC)]⁺ is much lower than that of pure DEC molecules, owing to the coordination with cations to decrease the reduction stability of DEC, which is in line with Zhang’s results.⁵,²⁴ Nevertheless, when the anions gradually enter into the first solvation shell of Li⁺ with the increase of the MR, the LUMO of the ISC structure notably rise up to a much higher level than that of pure DEC molecules, indicating that introducing anions into the ISC structure to coordinate with Li⁺ can increase the LUMO located on solvents and thereby intensify the reduction stability of the electrolyte. In addition, we have analyzed the projected density of states (PDOS) averaged over the AIMD trajectories for electrolytes with different MRs (Fig. S3†). It is found that in LiClO₄/DEC electrolytes with any MR, the DEC molecules coordinated with Li⁺ dominate the LUMO, which agrees well with our above DFT results and highlights that the anions (ClO₄⁻) will not be reduced to form the SEI film in this system. Thus, the reduction stability of HRMEs is controlled by the position of the LUMO of coordinated solvent molecules, which is shifted by the participation of anions into the first solvation shell of Li⁺ to form the anion-induced ISC structure. This mechanism is markedly different from the traditional and general understanding, in which the high reduction stability of HRMEs is attributed to the formation of the anion-derived SEI film. In other words, the interfacial stability of the electrolyte can be adjusted through the modulation of the AI-ISC structure and not necessarily the anion-derived SEI film.

In order to verify the above theoretical analysis, we performed a series of chemical stability experiments of the electrolytes. The change trend of the reduction stability of electrolytes with various MRs can be visually observed by immersing Li pieces in the LiClO₄/DEC electrolyte. Fig. 3a shows the photos of these electrolytes and lithium pieces before (as-prepared) and after storage for 5 h, 12 h and 24 h, respectively. It is clear that the LiClO₄/DEC electrolyte with a MR of 1 : 10 and 1 : 5 turned yellow after only 5 hours. However, in pure DEC and LiClO₄/DEC with a MR of 1 : 2, there is still no obvious color change for lithium foil and solution even after 24 h. Such an experimental phenomenon indicates that the reduction stability of the electrolyte decreases distinctly from the pure solvent to the LiClO₄/DEC electrolyte with a low MR (1 : 10 and 1 : 5) due to the presence of the anion-free ISC structure that decreases the LUMO (Fig. 2). In addition, we can note that the electrolyte with a MR of 1 : 5 has a stronger reactivity with lithium piece than the electrolyte with a MR of 1 : 10, mainly because there exist more anion-free ISC structures in the 1 : 5 MR electrolyte (Fig. 3e). As the MR increases to 1 : 2, there is an increased number of ISC structures containing more anions to form the AI-ISC structure (Fig. 3f), which promotes the elevation of the LUMO so as to increase the reduction tolerance. To further confirm this mechanism, we also investigated the interfacial stability of the LiClO₄/DEC electrolyte on a graphite (Gr) electrode at different MRs of LiClO₄/DEC. As shown in Fig. 3b, the reversible capacity of the Gr electrode decreases from 130 mA h g⁻¹ to 105 mA h g⁻¹ and increases to 260 mA h g⁻¹ with the increase of the MR of LiClO₄/DEC from 1 : 10 to 1 : 5 and 1 : 2 in the electrolyte, consistent with the trend in Fig. 3a. Also, the Gr electrode demonstrates similar three-staged
Li⁺ insertion reactions in the LiClO₄/DEC (1 : 2) electrolyte as in conventional 1 M LiPF₆ EC–EMC electrolyte (Fig. 3c), indicating that the interfacial compatibility of the electrolyte with Gr can also be achieved by introducing an AI-ISC structure (Fig. 3f). Encouragingly, such experimental phenomena are completely in line with our DFT calculations and AIMD simulations (Fig. 2), in which the LUMO energy level of the ISC structure formed in the electrolyte with a low MR (1 : 4) is lower than that of pure solvent, while with the increase of the MR, the AI-ISC structure elevates the LUMO energy level of the electrolyte. It is worth mentioning that for the electrolytes with reduction-stable anions (e.g. ClO₄⁻), their LUMO is still located on the coordinated solvent molecules even with a high MR (>1 : 4), demonstrating that the increase of reduction stability is controlled by the coordinated solvent molecules in ISC structures, rather than the formation of the anion-derived SEI film.

In conclusion, by combining AIMD simulations and DFT calculations with chemical stability experiments, we establish a close correlation between ISC structures and reduction stability of commonly used carbonate electrolytes with different MRs. The LUMO energy level of the anion-free ISC structure formed in the electrolyte with a low MR (1 : 4) is lower than that of pure solvent, suggesting a decreased interfacial stability of less concentrated electrolytes. With the increase of the MR, anions gradually coordinated with Li⁺ to form AI-ISC structures, leading to the increase of the LUMO energy level of ISC structures and therefore an enhanced reduction stability. The change of the LUMO energy level with ISC structures appears as a "V-shaped" profile with the increase of the MR. It is worth noting that at any MR, the LUMO is always located on the coordinated solvent molecules without shifting from the solvent towards the salt (only stable anion). Consequently, the underlying origin of the enhanced reduction stability for electrolytes with higher MRs is revealed to arise from the entry of anions into the first solvation shell of Li⁺ for the formation of the AI-ISC structure. Our findings provide a novel and molecular level understanding of the stability mechanism of HMREs (or HCEs) and a new insight into the rational design of highly...
stable and multifunctional electrolytes for new generation rechargeable batteries.
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